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SUMMARY: 

This thesis considering the inceptives of the traditions of prophet 

(Allah's blessing and peace be upon him) by analysis and study to 

describe how the creativity of initiation appeared in it and unravel the 

various styles that the noble prophet, prayer and peace be upon him, 

initiate his says through which he be able to penetrate to his companions' 

hearts so they surrendered to follow him. The good initiatives through 

which he opened the hearts locks to verify the strong relation between 

language and religion and standing on the reasons of effects and rhetoric. 

This research considers exploring the arts of rhetoric with its three 

knowledge (meanings, eloquence, & good style) and emerging the 

creativity of initiation with its various themes in the honored prophet 

traditions. This research depends on the analytical, applied and 

descriptive methodology which determine the rhetorical phenomena and 

works to analyze it and shows its value and effect in its origin from the 

context of the honored prophet tradition, and its rhetorical intents varied. 

The important results of this research is to illustrates how  the 

creativity of initiation linked with rhetoric dye in achieving of rhetorical 

purpose, and affecting the meaning beauty, strength and clearness with 

the emerging of other styles of creativity of initiation that existed from 

terminological rhetoric themes that differ according to the situation 

requirements. Whereas, the creativity of initiation included the whole 

situations, reverencing and encouraging and explaining of Islamic morals 

and rules. 

Eventually, all those who study the sciences of Arabic language 

recommended, and the researchers of the Arabic rhetoric in particular, to 

direct to prophet eloquence that have been written in books of the correct 

traditions to develop the holy Qura'an language in the light of the applied 

studies and joining of the old with the latest.  


